
Website Evaluation Assignment 
This is my website evaluation assignment in this presentation I will be going over the importance 
of evaluating our website strategies and tips for evaluating websites and some recommendations 
to help students. Become information literate being able to value a website is important because 
it is one way to promote information literacy in dr. Greene's web evaluation article. He mentions 
that there's a lot of information on the web and that it is good to practice being cautious the reason 
for this is that information found on the web is not always factual therefore it is important to be 
able to determine the difference between what is fact opinion or false claims one simple way to 
evaluate websites is used acronym crap crap stands for currency when was the website last 
updated relevance.  

How does this content relate to the subject Authority?  
Who wrote this page what are their accreditation accuracy is the information factual and purpose? 
What is the point of the website these components? Will help when starting to evaluate a website 
however if one wishes to go more in-depth to determine if a website is credible want to use dr. 
Greene's framework to start one looks at the purpose of intent this is one of crabs' component but 
the framework goes more in depth and looks at the why is information being presented the way it 
is in who is the website trying to trying to reach further under the purpose one can look at the 
domain to get additional information usually websites that end in calm are for commercial use 
while websites that end in dog of edu or org are more for educational and best term paper writing 
service purposes second part of dr. Greene's framework includes looking at the content of the 
website in addition to the crap components of currency accuracy and authority once you take into 
consideration the scope of the content is there in-depth information in addition one should 
consider if there's any bias in the content for example a new sports train company may be biased 
in claiming they conducted a study that shows assets are not hydrating enough the competition's 
the last component of dr. greens framework is function of the list function ability a credible website 
you will have few bugs fast loading time will be aesthetically pleasing and simple to navigate 
however in current times it can be very simple to achieve this at little to no cost therefore this is 
simply one of the components to consider analyzing the purpose and content of a website. Will 
be more telling whether it is credible or not the last part of this presentation is to refine some 
lesson ideas and parenting strategies for young adults while navigating the web parents can 
ensure their children become information literate by asking them to question information relative 
provided to them reminding them that what is on the Internet is not always true and by following 
crap and dr. greens framework when researching the content as a teacher one could provide 
simple lessons for the students such as the one. We completed in this class which was to pair up 
two different websites one more credible than the other and compare the differences. While 
following crap and the framework. additionally a teacher could ask students to research different 
topics and use at least three different credible sites that provide information on their subject the 
sites must follow crap in dr. Greene's framework in conclusion it is imperative that users of the 
Internet particularly students who conduct research continually develop their information literacy 
the reason being is that there's much information on the web that is not always sexual learning to 
think critically and learning to determine what sites are credible by following different guidelines 
will help users become more knowledgeable ways to evaluate websites including crab and using 
dr. Kunze framework lastly parents and teachers can help students become information literate 
by questioning the content that is provided to them in using crap in the framework when evaluating 
websites these are my references and that is all for me thank you for your time. 
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